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Abstract

During its life, an automotive application can encounter several perturbations such as fast transient of ESD discharges. In this paper, we propose a LIN transceiver behavior model to predict both hard and soft failures within a communication link. The proposed model, extracted from measurements, is implemented into simulation as a failure block. We will show that depending on the output state of the LIN, the data reading behavior could be different. Using such model, corrections at system level can be implemented to avoid failures.
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1. Introduction

The automotive industry includes more and more electronic systems that provide better functionalities and security. For safety reasons, the electronic implementation and the embedded ICs (integrated circuits) are more concerned by robustness and reliability. In operating conditions, cars are exposed to external perturbations. As the systems are not directly connected to ground, fast discharge events due to electrostatic accumulations or disconnections of cables can generate Electrical Fast Transient (EFT) perturbations \cite{1}. These perturbations can induce critical faults in the automotive applications, which has impact on the passengers’ safety. To predict the severity of the failures, system level simulation as defined in \cite{2} is helpful. In this study we will focus on Local Interconnect Network (LIN) drivers used in automotive systems to connect Electronic Control Units (ECU) to sensors and/or actuators. This component is a reference in automotive communication applications. There are several LIN component manufacturers. Three of them named A, B and C, are investigated. We used a TLP (Transmission Line Pulse) generator, to reproduce an EFT event on the LIN Bus. All failures can be listed in two groups. The first one called “Hard failure” is the destruction of the IC, already mentioned in \cite{3,4}. The second one is the “Soft Failure” \cite{5,6,7,8} which relates to functional problems such as the lost of clock, RESET, etc… In this paper, we propose a methodology to develop a behavior model of the LIN component based on different set-up measurements. The main objective of this model is to reproduce the LIN communication behavior under EFT stress. This model can be used at system level to predict defaults on the communication. The implementation into the simulation is detailed as well as the way the different block are built from measurements. After introducing hard failure, detailed analysis of the observable soft failures is given. From the measurements, the failure criteria are chosen and implemented into the model. Finally, predicting simulations are given and compared to measurements, demonstrating the validity of the model.

2. LIN Model developed

The model proposed in Fig.1, is made of three parts that can be developed independently. The “LIN Core”, is the basic function of the LIN transceiver, implemented in behavioral language (numerical part in VHDL, and analog part in VHDL-AMS). In our study only the transceiver function is coded. The second block, which is called “ESD Protection”, describes the IC’s ESD protection strategy. The way to extract and implement this block in simulation is explained in the next section. The main block, called “Failure Block” (FB), can provide flags which depend on the severity of the failure (such as destruction or communication failure for a certain duration in our case.). This block is connected to the ESD protection block and to the functional block through dedicated signals. The way these signals are defined and extracted from Core and ESD block will be described in the next part.
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3. LIN model development

3.1. ESD Protection block

Following previous works [3,5,9], behavioral models of the on-chip protection strategy are built using quasi-static measurements. We extract the quasi-static IV curves of the LIN components using a TLP generator with 100ns duration and 1ns rise time. The measurement is performed between LIN pin, ground pin and the power supply pin (LIN, GND and Vsup). The LIN pin is exposed to the outside of the system and is supposed to get EFT. By measuring those 3 pins, we are able to reconstruct (or reproduce the behavior) of the on-chip ESD protection strategy. This strategy is crucial to reproduce the on-chip current paths that can differ related to the off-chip components [3]. The Fig.2 shows the quasi-static IV curves of the LIN-GND protection under positive stress for the different LINs named A, B and C. It can be noticed that on these 3 components, the ESD strategy is different. One behavior is quite similar to diode, the two others one look like snapback devices.

![IV quasi-static curves of the positive LIN-GND protection of the three LIN components A, B & C.](image)

The way to implement these curves in simulation is already mentioned in [4]. As is shown in Fig.1 the ESD protection block is connected to the Failure Block via two signals. The signal “Flag” is set when the protection is activated. The i(t) signal representing the current through the device is transfered to the Failure Block to compute the failure level. As the determination of the failure is based on the current shape, a precise dynamic protection model is built following the methodology described in [9] where the dynamic behavior of the protection is externally measured.

3.2. Failure Block

Regarding the LIN failures (Fig 6-7), errors on data transfer arise only while the protections are activated. This block determining the failure type (Hard or Soft) is activated via the signal “Flag” when the protection is triggered. In the block, the current which passes through the protection (Signal “i(t)”) is computed using the formula (1).

\[ X(t) = \int i(t) \, dt \]  (1)

A comparison between the X(t) value to the Hard Failure table and the Soft Failure table, determines which failure is induced by the stress.

3.2.1 Hard failure table

Wunsch-Bell (W&B) curve [10] is computed to get the hard failure. We used a TLP generator with six different pulse widths (50ns, 100ns, 200ns, 300ns, 500ns and 850ns). We incremented step by step the TLP voltage until the IC destruction. An increased leakage current is the failure criteria.

![W&B of the LIN-GND protection for three LIN](image)

Using the formula (1) on the W&B curves we get a maximum Level (Level_max) curve (see Fig.4).

![Comparison between the limit of hard failure (level_max) and the real time data computing X(t)](image)

The failure block compares the integral of the current through the protection X(t) and Level_Max. If X(t) reaches the Level_Max value, the failure block sets a flag which indicates a destruction.

3.2.2 Soft Failure table

For soft failure table, we study each LIN component in operation conditions. The component is in “Slave” mode and we configure it to “Normal”
mode. The measurement setup is reported in Fig.5. A DC regulator provides 14V to the power supply pin “Vbat” and 5V to “En” pin (which enables the LIN driver and configures the “Normal” mode). The “Tx” pin is connected to the TTL output of a 8110A pulse generator, which represents the 0-5v information from microcontroller, at 10Khz with 50% duty cycle (max rate data 20Kb/s). The LIN driver writes on the “LIN” bus all information from “Tx”, a few microseconds later (levels: 0-14V). “Rx” pin is the image of the information transmitted on the bus, read by the driver and returned to the microcontroller for verification. Three voltage probes allow us to control “Tx”, “Rx” and “LIN” on an oscilloscope. The TLP injection is performed directly to the LIN pin through a diode.

![Measurement setup](image)

**Fig. 5. Measurement setup to investigate soft failures of LIN drivers.**

The measurement reported Fig.6, is obtained with a (16A-200ns) TLP injection appearing during high state on LIN bus. The perturbation activates the LIN-GND protection that drives the LIN to low state during around 5µs. The Rx pin follows and reports a failure to the microcontroller.

When the TLP (2A-200ns) stress arrives during low state Fig.7, no change is observed on LIN pin, but Rx reports a failure for few µs (1-2µs).

Each component A, B and C are tested following the same configuration. All perturbations (amplitudes and durations) that create an Rx state change are summarized in **Table.1**. The failure durations are reported (depending on their severity), regarding the TLP amplitude (A) and TLP duration (50ns, 100ns, 200ns and 300ns). One column represents the observable fault for one component (A, B or C) depending on the pulse width for a given current injection level. Ten severity levels of failures on the RX pin are reported from “No error” (white), to more than 8µs data error (Black) on the top of the figure. First graph gives the errors while the output state of the LIN bus is at High level, the second one for Low level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pulse width (ns)</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table. 1. Failure duration detected on Rx, depending on the TLP characteristics for LIN A, B and C.**

Looking at this table, it seems that the response of the component to the same stresses depends on the on-chip ESD strategies and the function implemented on the LIN Core.

The only observed failure on component C is obtained during the Low state for the most critical
injection (16A, 300ns). We can wonder why this component is even more robust than the two other ones. Looking at the signals into detail, even on component C (see Fig.8), errors can be observed on the Rx pin, while components A & B reproduce what is observed on the LIN bus. It seems that the architecture of component C has an on-chip data correction system.

As shown in table.1, the susceptibility depends on the LIN state. At simulation level this information is given by the signal “LIN State” from the LIN core to the Failure Block (see Fig.1). The failure’s durations read on Rx, obtained for various TLP pulse widths, during a High state for LIN A, are reported in fig. 9. The X-axis is the Pulse duration (PW) multiplied by the TLP current (Itlp).

For the LIN B (high state) we followed the same process and obtained the failure function reported in black in Fig.11. A similar shape is observed that is not the case for low state of component B (fig.12). We plot on the left the normal representation with Pw.I as X-axis and on the right X-axis is only the TLP current I.

“Hard failure”. In simulation X(t) is compared to the product Pw.Itlp value and a corresponding failure duration is attributed to the flag T_failure. Fig.10 reports the simulation results for a 100ns, 16A TLP injection during state high on LIN pin. T_failure arises at the end of the simulation. This leads to 6.52µs in measurement table.1, and the simulation gives us 6.66µs related to our computing technique.

The X-ax is the Pulse duration (PW) multiplied by the TLP current (Itlp).
As is shown the failure duration is much more important for one value of current injection (8A-10A). It is difficult to see the direct link with Pw.I. Whatever, for all devices, the model is based on the maximum failure duration obtained for one Pw.I. This representation allows taking into account the worst case for each TLP configuration.

4. Validation of the proposed model

We used the Multi-Reflection TLP (MR-TLP) developed by [11] represented in fig.13 to test the predictability of our model. This generator replaced the basic TLP used in the configuration fig.5.

The MR-TLP is charged by the High Voltage source (HV) set at 400v. The voltage probe is made by a 500Ω pick-up-T and the current probe is a CT2.

In the following part, we introduced into the simulation the set-up of the MR-TLP. The simulation of 400v pre-charged on the high state of LIN for the component A is reported in the fig.14. On the left we have the current waveform, as it is shown this generator used on the LIN has only two step. For this stress the simulation give us failure duration of 6.1µs, on the right fig.14.

The current and voltage waveform measured is reported fig.15. As shown, the measured current is slower to reach the first step than the simulated current mainly due to transient effects of the measurement setup and DUT that are not included in our simulation. Despite this mismatch, both, stress shape and current level are similar.

The impact of this stress on the high state of LIN for the component A is measured and reported fig.16. The LIN falling down and the component reports on the Rx pin a failure duration of 6µs as obtained by simulation.
Our model can predict well the failure type and the failure duration for the soft failure. That works well for an ESD with rectangular shape because this is also our reference in the soft failure table. Following all methodology presented in this paper, we will improve our model, in order to take into account other stress like IEC-61000-4-2.

5. Conclusion and prospective
In this paper, we developed a LIN behavior model based on different measurement set-ups. The LIN transceiver was studied alone in slave mode without external components. We studied in normal mode operation the behavior of the component under EFT stress on LIN Bus. The methodology was applied on three LIN from different manufacturers. All defaults on the LIN communication were analyzed and implemented in simulation into a failure block. This block is able to predict which failure is induced during an ESD event.

Using the proposed model, it is possible to evaluate the duration of state failure on the Rx. In system consideration (when a processor is connected to Rx), by knowing the failure duration, it would possible to enhance an appropriate reading strategy to remove the default on LIN communication.
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